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2015 WILL BE A RECORD BREAKING YEAR 

 

What financial results can be expected by investors in the next quarters? 

Tomasz Łapiński, Ronson Development board member and financial director: financial results in 

particular quarters always reflect profitability of the projects which we hand over to our 

customers in respective periods. In the second quarter we are going to hand over the remaining 

flats of the first stage of the Espresso project (where we have recorded a gross margin of over 22 

percent so far) and we are going to start handing over flats in the first stage of the Młody 

Grunwald project in Poznań which has just been completed. Despite its great popularity among 

our customers, this investment in the Wielkopolska Region is implemented on real property which 

was purchased by our company in a very unfavourable period and it will simply not be as 

profitable as other projects of Ronson Development. 

 Considering the fact that in the next quarters of 2014 we are not going to finish any other 

significant construction, we can expect that the next quarters’ profits will mainly be generated by 

projects from the implementation of which the company has recently obtained the gross margin 

ranging from several to dozen or so percent . This situation will change in 2015, when we will start 

handing over keys in the third and fourth  stages of Sakura and Verdis projects and also when we 

have completed the Tamka construction and the first stage of Moko project at Magazynowa 

Street. Therefore, one may expect that after the relatively worse results in 2014, Ronson should 

be able to boast with record breaking results in 2015. 

 

And what is the liquidity situation of your company? Can the investors expect a dividend 

payment for 2013? 

We consider our financial liquidity situation to be a very positive. We do not have any problems 

with arranging financing for the construction projects we start and which are co-financed by the 

biggest banks of Poland. At the same time, we satisfy our needs connected with the necessity to 

co-finance the land bank by bond issue. Over the last days we have successfully placed three 

consecutive series of our bonds for a total of PLN 45 million in order to secure financing for the 

purchase of the plot at Jasminowa Street in Warsaw.  The demand for the bonds issued by us has 

exceeded our expectations. At the same time we are also glad that the issues conducted recently 

have been placed at lower margins than in 2013. 

 In the present situation, when the leading developers have been increasing their market 

shares significantly, it is important for us to be present in the most dynamically developing top 

group. This means that we want to increase the range of our operation even faster than we 

planned a few quarters ago. In present market conditions, reaching the target of more than 1000 

flats a year seems to be the level which we can reach within 1-2 years. However, the increased 

speed of development also means the necessity of a bigger capital involvement in the projects 

implemented as well as - in the short term - the land bank replenishment. One should also 



 
remember that, when planning its development,  a residential developer has to take care mainly 

of the safety of its balance sheet and credibility not only for the institutes which co-finance the 

projects  but most of all for the customers buying their flats. Bearing all this in mind, we have 

decided to recommend to our shareholders that the whole profit for 2013 remain in the 

company. 

 

What are the company’s plans for the next two- three years? Can we expect the company to 

enter new markets? 

 

We focus on the things we know the best, i.e. implementation of  residential projects. Warsaw is 

our biggest market and it will remain so. At the same time, using the lands we have, we are going 

to strengthen our market position in Poznań, Wrocław and Szczecin by implementing new 

projects there. The land bank we have in these cities is sufficient to carry out our activities for the 

next several years. However, surely within no more than 12- 18 months we will start replenishing 

our land bank in Warsaw. We do not exclude the possibility of purchasing another project in the 

capital city as soon as this year. We hope that within one or two years we will increase the range 

of our operations so much that we will systematically keep selling over 1000 units a year and we 

will keep handing over a similar number of flats  to our customers, which will eventually not only 

let us record even better financial results, but which will also reduce fluctuations in profitability 

reported in respective quarters.  

 


